Current Internship Opportunities

See some of our internship opportunities you can apply for today!

Applications Due: October 16th
Composing data, both quantitative and qualitative, on the life expectancy and impacts of stress on racial justice advocates. As well as, composing a comprehensive survey, anecdotal narratives, and an exhaustive contact list.

Project Title
Mortality Rates

Supervisor
Jackie Cole

Remote
Food Literacy Center

Project Title
Farm Yields Tracking and Projections

Supervisor
Jade Rosario

On Site

Developing a system to track 1 acre farm crop yields through the seasons. Using data to make projection for future plantings. Utilize GIS to create interactive map to examine what areas of the farm have greatest yields and how that changes with the seasons.
To confront today’s most complex problems, taking steps to challenge the way things are done. A culture where discovery pulls from any practice or profession. A place where what’s considered different isn’t at all.
Project Title: Inclusive Community Economic Development: From Platitudes to Action

Supervisor: Keith Taylor

Hybrid

To educate the general public about economic development more generally by convert research to educational materials, and focus on inclusive economic development more specifically. In doing so, highlighting the efforts of electric and utilities co-ops, housing, and other initiatives.
Intern will collect data on several housing issues like eviction, state funding allocation, uninhabitability, substandard housing, mobile homes, to uplift and advance our housing policies.
Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability

Project Title: Social and Environmental Justice through Social Media

Supervisor: Jill Hindenach (asking for 2 interns)

Remote

For people who have an interest in strengthening their leadership, storytelling, and social media skills, as they will utilize their skills of storytelling, knowledge of social media, and the ability to identify key issues impacting folks throughout the San Joaquin and Eastern Coachella Valleys.
Capitol City Black Nurses Association

**Project Title**

*Breaking Down Barriers to Nursing*

**Supervisor**

Aron King

**Remote**

Capitol City Black Nurses Association has partnered with the Sacramento Chapters of the National Association of Hispanic Nurses, Hmong Nurses Association, and Philippine Nurses Association to host The Breaking Down Barriers to Nursing Conference. This event is aimed at promoting the nursing profession in communities of color, as well as highlight the importance of representation in the nursing profession while providing resources for pre-nursing students.
Imagining America is a national organization where they produce print publications, tools, and resources for our members around the country. The project includes support for the IA program and communications staff in developing materials for a range of programs, depending on skills and needs.
Project Title
Sacramento City Nature Challenge

Supervisor
Sarah Angulo

Hybrid

Join the team of collaborators facilitating the 2024 Sacramento City Nature Challenge, where collaborating on facilitation of the Sacramento City Nature Challenge will occur - communications, team coordination, event planning, website management.
To address this, HERO together with other colleagues in the UC Davis Community Engagement Collaborative have formed a work group to explore the landscape of public compensation best practices and standards nationally and at UC Davis, with an eye to identifying content tools and approaches that may be adopted across both campuses and creating a platform for sharing these broadly. HERO program is charged to develop and disseminate tools and resources related to public involvement in health research throughout the university.
Work with Water Resources staff and partners to implement a shoreline stewardship program, as well as collecting variety of data on electronic and paper-based methods, and be able to visualize messaging and prepare outreach and educational materials (with assistance from partners and staff) to be used to improve the public understanding of natural shorelines and invasive species impacts in Clear Lake.
Office of Yolo County Supervisor Lucas Frerichs

**Project Title**
*District 2 Priority Projects – Gun Violence Prevention and Women in Leadership*

**Supervisor**
Tara Thronson

**Hybrid**

Yolo County Supervisor Lucas Frerichs represents the residents of District 2, which includes the City of Winters, the UC Davis campus, and parts of the City of Davis. The first is the Yolo County Gun Violence Prevention Collaborative, an initiative aimed at comprehensively addressing gun violence prevention in Yolo County, launching in the fall of 2023. The second initiative is to support Yolo Women in Leadership. Supervisor Frerichs is launching an initiative to collaboratively create a county culture that promotes and fosters leadership opportunities for women throughout Yolo County, both inside and outside of county government.
DCAN and STEAC (Short Term Emergency Aid Aid Committee) are collaborating on a series focused on the experiences of low income families and individuals related to housing affordability in Yolo county. Analyzing case data from STEAC for the last 5 years and publishing a series of papers illustrating our findings about the changing economic pressures in Yolo County. These papers will be published in Spring of 2024 and kick off for this project is October 2023.